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Introduction

End-to-end response generation (RG) models based
on pre-trained transformer-based (Vaswani et al.,
2017) language models (LM) have shown to produce human-like responses (Zhang et al., 2020;
Lewis et al., 2020; Roller et al., 2020). Humans,
however, not only “just utter the right sentence”,
but also contribute to the common ground consisting of mutual beliefs and common knowledge
“whose truth is taken for granted as part of the
background of the conversation” (Stalnaker, 1978;
Clark and Schaefer, 1989; Clark and Brennan,
1991). For example, consider the utterance “I need
to buy some flowers for my wife”, a potential appropriate response is “Perhaps you’d be interested
in red roses”. To produce this response, the participant needs to understand relevant background
knowledge such as “rose is a type of flower”. Note
that this background knowledge is implicit in the
dialogue turns, meaning that an end-to-end RG
system that takes utterances as input and outputs
responses will omit this intermediate process that
is crucial for humans in communications.
To fill the gap between current model’s RG process and how humans use implicit background
knowledge in conversations, we focus on commonsense inference as a type of background knowledge
and aim to train RG models that first generate implicit commonsense inferences before producing a
response given previous utterances. Inspired by
inquiry-based discovery learning (Bruner, 1961)
and the self-talk procedure (Shwartz et al., 2020),
we encourage the RG model to talk with itself to
elicit implicit knowledge before making a response.
Collecting training data is challenging for our
purpose since commonsense knowledge is by definition often omitted in conversations. We use ConceptNet triples (Speer et al., 2017) as the knowl-

edge schema to represent knowledge and align common sense-focused dialogues (Zhou et al., 2021)
with knowledge to train RG models. We conduct
extensive human evaluation on different variants
of our training procedure and find that models that
generate implicit background knowledge before
responding produce more grammatical, coherent,
and engaging responses compared to RG models
that directly generate responses. Further analysis
shows that models can sometimes even learn to
distinguish when it is necessary to self-talk to generate implicit knowledge, i.e., be aware of potential
knowledge gaps in dialogues. We hope our findings
encourage more future studies on making RG models better emulate human communication process
and produce better-quality responses.
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Task Formulation and Setup

Given a dialogue history (multi-turn or single-turn)
U , the task is to generate implicit background
knowledge I and then produce a response R given
both U and I. Extending most neural RG models
that treat this as a conditional language modeling
problem, we aim to learn the conditional probability distribution P (I, R|U ) by training on human
dialogues.
2.1

Data Preparation

Knowledge Schema We consider ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017) as our knowledge schema,
which is a large-scale crowdsourced commonsense
knowledge base consisting of triples such as “buy,
RelatedTo, money”. We have explored several other
sources such as LMs trained to generate knowledge (Hwang et al., 2021; Becker et al., 2021) but
observe much noise while aligning knowledge to
dialogue turns.

Dialogues We use dialogue datasets from Zhou
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alogue datasets DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017), EmpatheticDialogues (Rashkin et al., 2019), MuTual (Cui et al., 2020) using ConceptNet triples,
and also crowdsourced SocialIQA-prompted dialogues (Zhou et al., 2021). We extract dialogues
that each has at least one matched triple from ConceptNet in one of its consecutive turn pairs, resulting in around 31k dialogues and 159k turns we can
use for training instances (excluding the first turn).
The total number of turn pairs that have at least one
matched triple is around 57k.
2.2

Training Setup

Each of our training instance is a sequence of tokens with three components: a dialog history U ,
implicit knowledge (empty or non-empty) I, and
a response R. We enclose the implicit knowledge I with special symbols “<implicit>” and “<
\implicit>” and add it between U and R. For example: “<bos> <speaker1> I need to buy some
flowers for my wife. <implicit> rose is a type of
flower < \implicit> <speaker2> Perhaps you’d
be interested in red roses <eos>”. We train the
models to generate everything after <implicit>
till <eos>, i.e. generate I and R conditioned on
U . We use GPT2-medium (Radford et al.) and
train the model for 3 epochs with batch size 4 and
learning rate 6.25e-5.

Prefers Self-Talk
Prefers Vanilla
Not Sure

Grammatical
134
116
50

Coherent
152
121
27

Engaging
148
120
32

Table 1: Human evaluation on three criteria by comparing vanilla RG model versus the imbalanced version
Prefers Balanced
Prefers Imbalanced
Not Sure

Grammatical
145
128
27

Coherent
139
128
33

Engaging
154
128
18

Table 2: Human evaluation on three criteria by comparing self-talk models trained on balanced data versus the
imbalanced version
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Preliminary Results

For evaluation, we randomly sample 300 instances
from unseen test dialogues for human evaluation.
We provide a dialogue history and two model responses and ask three workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) platform to select which one is
better or not sure. We consider three criteria following most previous RG evaluation: which response
is more grammatical, coherent, and engaging.
We generally find trained models follow the template of first generating implicity knowledge and
then respond. Some example outputs to the utterance “I need to buy some flowers for my wife” are
“(buy is related to expensive) Can you afford the
expensive flowers?” and “(buy is related to money)
How much money do you want to spend?”.

Training Variations We also explore different
ways to better train a model that can both self-talk
and respond in dialogues. 1). Two-Step train- Self-Talk models produce higher quality reing Instead of jointly modeling P (I, R|U ) in a
sponses than vanilla RG models Table 1 shows
one-shot fashion, we consider split the instance
that when comparing with a vanilla RG trained on
to first train the model to generate I only based
dialogues, the two-step self-talk models improve
on U and then train it to generate R based on
on all three aspects, especially on coherence and
both I and U , i.e. P (I|U ) and then P (R|U, I). engagingness.
2). Learning to distinguish when knowledge is
Balanced training data results in better model
needed. In addition to using only the 57k instances
Table
2 shows that although imbalanced self-talk
where there is always non-empty implicit knowledge, we also evaluate using all dialogue instances, model contains 45k more training instances than
some of which have empty implicit knowledge. the balanced version, models trained on balanced
data perform better on all three criteria, posing
This allows us to evaluate if models can determine
when to self-talk and when it is not needed (e.g., interesting phenomenon for later studies.
for simple chitchat utterances). 3). Imbalanced
Due to page limit, we will summarize results
VS balanced training set Since we have more in- for other model comparisons. We find two-step
stances with empty implicit knowledge than non- training outperforms one-step and learning to disempty knowledge (102k vs. 57k), we consider
tinguish outperforms always outputs some implicit
an imbalanced training set where we include all
knowledge. We also find interesting new knowl159k instances and a balanced version where we
edge generated from models (not included in Conrandomly sample the same number of empty knowl- ceptNet we used), e.g. “bus is located at airport”.
edge instances as non-empty ones (114k total).
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